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About This Game

Don't let them catch you!

Sneak behind the guards and find your way around to reach your objectives,but be careful, you must not be detected!
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Are you ready?

You will play as a secret agent trying to stop a terrorist organization.

Attack enemies from behind or use a pistol, but ammo will be limited.

Your goal is to get thru every location and finish the mission. Sounds simple? We'll see...

The Impossible Challenge is self explanatory.

If it's too much you can try The Very Hard Challenge instead.

For those who don't like running out of time: No Timer Challenge and No Timer Challenge Plus.

Extra modes for more fun: Zombie Mode and Zombie Mode No Timer.

Main features:

4 difficulty modes (challenges):
The Impossible Challenge - limited time to finish each level, lots of enemies.
The Very Hard Challenge - more time and less enemies.
No Timer Challenge Plus - no time limits, the same amount of enemies as in The Impossible Challenge.
No Timer Challenge - no time limits, the same amount of enemies as in The Very Hard Challenge.

2 extra modes:
Zombie Mode - limited time to finish each level, unlimited ammo to kill zombies xD.
Zombie Mode No Timer - the same as Zombie Mode but without time limits.

Stealth game mechanics - sneak up, hide, eliminate enemies and don’t let them catch you!

Challenging levels with a lot of enemies.
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Title: EXON: The Impossible Challenge
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Simple Interactive Games
Publisher:
Simple Interactive Games
Release Date: 14 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: 64-bit Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 3.2 GHz

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX 750 Ti or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English
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exon the impossible challenge

Just a really fun game to play Co-Op with friends.
Recommended to play with a mouse and keyboard, best for aiming.
Fun to customize tanks, and choose how you want to play your campaign.

A very explosive game! (literally). ... :-( .... Holy ♥♥♥♥! I forgot how infuriating this game is!!! LOVE IT
90s HYPE!!!!
Oh and who ever redesigned level 23... Go ♥♥♥♥ yourself.
5 mins to get to level 22... 3hrs now on level 23.. BOOORIIIIINNGGG!!!!!!!. There are a number of glitches in this game:
tutorials in russian, balls out of control and it doing its own thing. Sad because I thought it would be as good as screwball
scramble.. This game runs terribly with a consistently low framerate. I can run the new Doom at over 60 FPS, but this game
struggles to run at 50 FPS with all the graphics settings turned to their lowest. The cars feel too light and aren't as satisfying to
drive as most other racing games.
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Clad in Iron: Gulf of Mexico 1864 deserves praise, provides excellent entertainment, and is well worth its price. I admire both
the design of the strategy and tactical layer. There is good balance between realistic and arcade elements. And the game's
polished graphics makes playing a real pleasure. Clad in Iron: Gulf of Mexico 1864 distinguish itself with well-designed
interface and game mechanics, historical accuracy (considering gameplay limitations). It seems to be a good choice for those
interested in naval warfare history as it would not offend their intelligence and knowledge; and for those who just seek a nice
game to sink ships. I recommend this game to all who are fascinated with American Civil War at sea, especially those who
would like a taste of a bit of strategy in their naval action.. Simple and exciting,
each game is short and fast, and requires your reactivity

p.s. kicking bombs next to your friends is a fun thing to do for sure :)
and... it is free
(although I hope the Character Customization Pack can be cheaper as it is odd to see the same skin in all games...). AngerForce:
Reloaded is a bullet hell shmup. There's a lot of these games glutting the Steam store. Not as many as there are retro pixel 2D
platformers, but enough of them that it takes a lot to stand above the rest.

AngerForce manages to do this. I was quite surprised to see 4K support and customisable controls among the other
comprehensive settings that a PC gamer would expect to see. The developers hired artists instead of churning out retro pixel
graphics, giving the game a tolerable, stylised look.

Gameplay is smooth, frenetic, but manages to still be forgiving, providing a nice balance between demanding skill and
survivability. Enemies shoot in interesting, compelling patterns. The boss fights are challenging in the way you might expect. A
selection of different player ships, and an upgrade progression system help round out the game. The levels and enemies are
varied and have their own flavour.

When a game comes together and all the elements harmonise, the feel of the game exceeds the sum of its parts, and that's the
feeling I got. While I'm tempted to not recommend any game trying to cash in on nostalgia by using old, retired formats
(platformers, lazy JRPGs, 2D games in general), AngerForce: Reloaded is a striking exception of high quality, which succeeds
where the vast majority fail at capturing the spirit of 1990's shmups. If you like this genre, then this game should not be
overlooked.. Why is this game so good? Frog Climbers is one of the weirdest games I've ever played, yet somehow also one of
the most fun! The whole point of the game is, you're a frog, your friends are frogs, you're racing up a mountain, you have to
win. It's really that simple, the controls are different, but very easy to get used to, and the best part, you can play with up to four
people, so you can embrace the awesome stupidity of this game with your friends!

DON'T FORGET THIS GAME REQUIRES, I'LL SAY IT AGAIN, REQUIRES A CONTROLLER TO BE PLAYED.. If you
have Steam Coupon for this game and want some easy achievements and cards, sure you won\u2019t find this game that bad,
but otherwise, I wouldn\u2019t recommend this game :\/
There are only 15 easy levels... it only takes 20\u301c30mins to finish them all. Spending a dollar(0.09\u00a2 with coupon) on
this isn't something you wanna do.
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